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Abstract Supraglacial stream networks incise via thermal erosion of underlying ice, reflecting a
balance between localized fluvial incision and dynamic topography from underlying ice flow. We analyze
high-resolution digital elevation models of the ice surface and bedrock in the southwest Greenland Ice
Sheet from 1000-1600 m elevation to quantify the importance of fluvial erosion. At wavelengths greater
than ice thickness, bedrock dominates surface topography so supraglacial drainage basins are fixed spatially.
At smaller wavelengths, fluvial erosion significantly affects topography. Stream longitudinal profiles exhibit
positive mean curvature and consistent power law scaling between local channel slope and drainage area,
suggestive of adjustment toward topographic steady state. We interpret these observations with a
model for fluvial thermal erosion on top of a flowing ice substrate that predicts concave up steady state
longitudinal profiles, where average concavity is most sensitive to melt rate and the relative magnitudes
of ice flow and fluvial erosion.

1. Introduction

In the ablation zone of glaciers and ice sheets, melting during summer months results in development
of supraglacial streams and lakes that route melt water downslope until it is sequestered by the englacial
system or (less commonly) flows off the edge of the glacier [Fountain and Walder, 1998; Smith et al., 2015]. This
supraglacial drainage network sets the efficacy by which melt water is transport into the glacier and thus has
important implications for coupling between glacier sliding and surface melt [e.g., Müller and Iken, 1973].

Supraglacial streams evolve via thermal erosion, incising more rapidly than surrounding ice due to the pres-
ence and flow of liquid water. Incision is strongly coupled to solar radiation leading to diurnal fluctuations
in discharge [e.g., Marston, 1983]. Thermal erosion in supraglacial streams is rapid compared to other fluvial
environments, with absolute daily incision up to ∼ 10 cm, and relative daily incision (with respect to the
surrounding ice, which is also melting) of several centimeters [Isenko and Mavlyudov, 2002]. This seasonal
contribution to glacier surface evolution results in the development of widespread fluvial channel networks
across the ablation zone. Planform features associated with bedrock and alluvial channels are common,
making the supraglacial fluvial system attractive as an analog to terrestrial landscape evolution [e.g.,
Montgomery and Dietrich, 1992], and fluvial channel networks on other planets [e.g., Baker et al., 2015].

It is not known however to what extent supraglacial drainage evolution is driven by exogenic factors or
whether local fluvial incision of stream channels is significant on the scale of closed drainage basins that cover
the ablation zone. Exogenic drivers of stream evolution include underlying bedrock topography expressed at
the surface, changes in the flow rate of underlying ice, and sudden base level changes such as due to drainage
of supraglacial lakes into the englacial hydrologic system. Bedrock exerts persistent control on glacier surface
topography over wavelengths similar to ice thickness [e.g., Raymond and Gudmundsson, 2009; Lampkin and
VanderBerg, 2011]. Variations in ice flow from environmental perturbations [e.g., Nye, 1963] generate dynamic
topography that both advects with the glacier and migrates relative to dominant flow [e.g., van de Wal and
Oerlemans, 1995; Gudmundsson et al., 1998]. Because summer surface lowering rates in the ablation zone are
often comparable to or greater than typical ice flow rates [e.g., McGrath et al., 2011], fluvial processes may also
significantly modify the ice surface.

Here we explore this latter possibility by studying complete supraglacial drainage basins in four regions that
form an elevation profile of southwest Greenland Ice Sheet (Figure 1). We use a combination of high-resolution
satellite images and concurrent digital elevation models (DEMs) to asses the relative contributions of exogenic
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Figure 1. (a) Map and large-scale topography of study area in southwestern Greenland. Complete drainage basins are
outlined. (b) World View imagery of the area denoted by the blue dot in Figure 1a, annotated to show abandoned
streams advected downstream of active streams (which crosscut abandoned streams) and moulin. Red arrow is the
average ice velocity over the image from MEaSUREs, with magnitude 49.2±4.9 m/yr and direction 180.3±8.2∘ from east.

and fluvial drivers of the supraglacial drainage system. DEMs aided by visual imagery are used to extract
stream channel networks from surface topography and compare spectral characteristics with underlying
bedrock topography.

We find that bedrock controls large-scale features of supraglacial stream networks, but roughness due to
fluvial incision appears to dominate topography at 100 − 200 m wavelengths and shorter. Channels in this
wavelength band commonly exhibit concave up distance-elevation (longitudinal) profiles, suggesting that
stream topography evolves toward a steady state with the underlying flowing ice substrate. We develop a
model for longitudinal profiles in supraglacial streams that integrates the effects of ice flow with solar driven
melting and viscous dissipation of heat by flowing water. Parameter sensitivity tests demonstrate that aver-
age steady state profile concavity and slope are sensitive to local ice flow parameters as well as to the surface
energy balance and are consistent with the range of these parameters found in our study area.

2. Methods

We use high-resolution ice surface DEMs [Noh and Howat, 2015] from the 2011 melt season to conduct a
systematic survey of supraglacial channels, comparing with concurrent WorldView-1 (WV1) satellite imagery,
bedrock topography, and ice surface velocity models (date information in supporting information). We choose
a study area of four regions with increasing elevations in a trend roughly perpendicular to the ice sheet margin
(Figure 1a), spanning most of the active ablation zone but avoiding near-marginal regions with high-crevasse
density. While there is evidence for fractures and some structural control of drainages, much of our study area
is crevasse free. The bedrock topography DEM is constructed from surface elevation and radar soundings with
spatial resolution of 150 m [Morlighem et al., 2013]. We compare two ice velocity models: the 2009 MEaSUREs
model [Joughin et al., 2010b] and the 2015 Sentinel-1 model [Nagler et al., 2015]. Neither are concurrent with
the surface DEMs, but average ice velocity magnitudes and directions for the study area are identical within
error for both. We report only MEaSUREs values here as it is closest to the imagery date. Sentinel-1 values are
reported in the supporting information Table 1.

Ice surface Stereo-Photogrammetric digital elevation models (spatial resolution 2 m) released by the Polar
Geospatial Center and the Byrd Polar Research Center Glacier Dynamics Group (http://www.pgc.umn.edu/
elevation/stereo) are used in this study. This DEM is constructed from overlapping pairs of WV1 panchro-
matic stereo images (0.5 m) acquired in a very short time interval (generally less than a minute). The reported
root-mean-square error (RMSE) for this product is 3.8 m in the horizontal and 2.0 m in the vertical [Noh
and Howat, 2015]. Fluvial drainage networks are easily extracted from high-resolution digital topography if
these drainages have high enough interconnectivity and relief. However, in the supraglacial environment
numerous small-scale topographic depressions exist on the ice surface that host supraglacial lakes or moulins,
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Figure 2. (a) World View imagery of a portion of Region 2 (acquired 30 August 2011), with moulin labeled by the pink
dot and average velocity vector from MEaSUREs, with magnitude 98.8 ± 7.0 m/yr and direction 178.8 ± 2.6∘ from east.
Projection is Polar Stereographic. (b) Hillshade image of detrended and low-pass filtered ice surface DEM. Channels
overlaid with thicker lines have drainage areas larger than 105 m2. (c) Hillshade of detrended bedrock DEM, with surface
channels overlaid.

and the relief across a catchment is low (e.g., Figures 2a and 2b). These depressions act as meltwater sinks and
fragment the supraglacial drainage networks but are not easy to distinguish from DEMs and therefore pose a
problem for delineating supraglacial drainage networks using solely digital topography [Yang et al., 2015]. To
address this problem, contemporaneous WV1 panchromatic images are acquired from the DigitalGlobe Inc.
through the Polar Geospatial Center. We use WV1 images as ground truth to identify meltwater sinks, which
are subsequently prescribed as internal basin outlets to extract supraglacial drainage networks from WV1
DEMs. Our study area contains nine complete drainage basins (Figure 1a).

Even with the WV1 DEMs, small-scale channels (that can extend down to ∼1 cm widths in some settings)
[Karlstrom et al., 2013] are likely below the resolution of imagery. The threshold minimum drainage area
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chosen to create channel networks from WV1 DEMs (and hence the smallest channels) is 2×104 m2. Resulting
channel networks are somewhat sensitive to this threshold but we consider it an upper bound since, due to the
low relief of channels compared to the vertical RMSE of 2 m, channel profiles with lengths ≤30− 40 m appear
noisy. We extract hundreds of channels per region in Figure 1 above this threshold. To estimate local slope
and upstream curvature from channels, we smooth raw profiles of channel centerline elevation. Channel and
catchment statistics over the entire study area and per region are summarized in the supporting information;
we use Region 2 to illustrate our results here.

We transform the DEM to the frequency domain using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and then spectrally
filter to remove high frequency noise with a 2-D linear low-pass or band-pass filter. DFT spectral power density
is visualized using radial frequencies to construct a 1-D spectrum [Perron et al., 2008b].

3. Topography of Supraglacial Drainages and Glacier Surface Landscape Evolution

Glacier and ice sheet surface shape at the largest scales reflects a basic balance between gravitational forces
and mass balance with ice deformation and sliding [Cuffey and Paterson, 2010]. At scales similar to ice thickness
the topography of the bedrock underlying the ice mass sets surface topography (with some dependence on
basal sliding). Wavelengths between 3 and 8 times the ice thickness are most effectively transferred from the
bed to the surface [e.g., Gudmundsson, 2003; Raymond and Gudmundsson, 2009].

Supraglacial lakes have been found to correlate well with lows in bedrock topography and thus surface
depressions are fixed spatially on yearly timescales [Lampkin and VanderBerg, 2011]. At shorter wavelengths
roughness from surface features such as crevasses and water flow appear [Rippin et al., 2015]. High-resolution
images of the surface reveal abandoned channels advected downstream of apparently fixed large streams
and lakes (Figures 1b and S3), with active streams cross cutting them. Spacing of abandoned channels in our
study region is within a factor of ∼2 average ice speeds [Joughin et al., 2010a], a good match considering that
not all persistent hydrologic features reform every year [Liang et al., 2012].

Supraglacial drainage basins on the Greenland Ice Sheet range greatly in scale, with the longest streams (and
thus drainage basins) yet found in the∼30−50 km range [Poinar et al., 2015]. The drainage basins in our study
area are slightly smaller (Figure 1), with maximum channel length per basin varying between 5 and 15 km.
In our study area, ice thickness increases with elevation (as is generally the case) varying between ∼900 and
1400 m. Maximum channel lengths are thus in a range where bedrock topography, if present, should affect
ice surface topography. In our relatively small data set, maximum channel lengths covary with elevation but
drainage areas do not, which could suggest exogenic control on catchment size rather than fluvial drainage
organization.

Spectral analysis of detrended DEMs also supports this hypothesis: comparison of bedrock and surface spectra
for each basin is very similar for wavelengths greater than ∼1 km, with peaks in bedrock spectra mimicked by
the surface. We illustrate this relation for Region 2 (Figure 3), but similar patterns occur in all our study regions
(Figure S4). Amplitudes of bedrock topography are generally about an order of magnitude greater than
surface undulations, and surface topography is often offset in space from bedrock peaks (Figure 2) consistent
with pile ups caused by ice advection [Raymond and Gudmundsson, 2009].

Although the bedrock DEM does not resolve structures at wavelengths smaller than ∼200 m, we see in all
basins a new set of surface DEM spectral peaks between∼10 and 200 m wavelengths with a maximum around
20 − 30 m (Figure 3a). By band-pass filtering the DEM in this frequency band (Figure S5) it is clear that these
peaks are due to supraglacial streams and crevasses (although crevasses are not a dominant surface feature in
our study area). The broad peak in binned averages (black circles in Figure 3a) is consistent with active stream
spacing, but nonactive streams may also contribute longer wavelength peaks at 50 − 200 m due to yearly
advection of surface features at the local ice velocity.

Stream elevation-distance profiles also reflect a wavelength dependence of contributing processes. In a range
of drainage areas from ∼105 to 106 m2 (some slight variation between regions), there is a power law decrease
in local downstream slope with drainage area. The best fitting exponent for all regions in this range is −5 ×
10−3 ±1.1×10−3 (fitting binned averages within the gray shaded region of Figure 3b, supporting information
Table 2). We also see positive longitudinal profile curvature in this range (Figure 3c), consistent with fluvial
erosion and adjustment toward steady state topography [Whipple and Tucker, 1999]. At smaller drainage areas,
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Figure 3. (a) One-dimensional power spectrum of detrended topography for Region 2, bedrock (red, shows maximum/
minimum limits) and surface (gray) DEMs. Spectral slope and peaks in surface spectra broadly agree with bedrock at
long wavelengths, with a slope break at 100–200 m that reflects surface features (streams and more rarely crevasses).
(b) Mean local slope of stream channels smoothed from the raw DEM for each region. Shading indicates possible
fluvial control, and a fit to binned averages in this range (at least 1000 samples per bin) gives S=0.04A−0.005

(supporting information). (c) Mean local curvature of stream channels for each region.

slope in all regions increases with area and channels are concave down, as would be expected from a diffusive
process controlling topography [Montgomery, 2001]. We will suggest in the next section that diffusion from ice
flow and melting generates this trend, although noise from the DEM small wavelengths may also contribute.
At larger drainage areas, average slopes and curvatures are not similar between regions, as would be expected
from variable bedrock topography.

Spectral and channel profile analysis thus supports a phenomenological model for supraglacial landscape
evolution with two components. Yearly flow of ice into and out of bedrock depressions broadly determines
the locations of supraglacial drainage basins which then dry out and advect downstream during the winter.
Within these catchments, active fluvial erosion sculpts the landscape on smaller scales during the summer,
creating low-relief valleys and channel networks that evolve over the course of the melt season.

4. Do Supraglacial Streams Achieve Erosional Equilibrium?

Bedrock rivers generally erode toward a steady state concave up along-stream elevation profiles for which
erosion balances uplift at all points along the channel [Gilbert, 1877]. While supraglacial streams actively erode
their substrate and there is dynamic topography due to ice flow, there is no direct analog to tectonic uplift as
the entire surface lowers during the melt season. However, it is still possible for steady state elevation profiles
to form, if fluvial erosion balances radiation-driven surface melting and ice flow at all points. There are good
reasons to suspect that such steady state might be rare for supraglacial streams. Ice speeds vary considerably
throughout the ablation zone (0.1 − 0.4 m/d in our study area) [Joughin et al., 2010b]. Rapid advection of
ice over a rough bed would work against the establishment of long-lived or equilibrium channels. However,
vertical thermal erosion by streams is also rapid. Measured supraglacial stream incision rates are 0.1−0.2 m/d
or greater [Marston, 1983; Isenko and Mavlyudov, 2002], although erosion relative to background lowering of
the ice surface (which is the source of meltwater) is not well constrained. We suggest that the prevalence of
concave up channels with power law slope-area scaling reflects fluvial adjustment toward an erosional steady
state.

Steady state longitudinal profile of streams in this environment will of course differ from rivers in which vertical
motion of the substrate is the primary source of uplift. Supraglacial streams must contend with a complex ice
deformation field and substantial contributions from rough bedrock. The latter influence may be accounted
for if bed topography is known, so we focus on the interaction between ice flow and vertical incision of streams
to predict equilibrium profiles over a flat bed.
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Incision of supraglacial streams into ice occurs via thermal erosion driven by solar radiation that drives melting
in excess of lowering surrounding ice (lower albedo of water versus ice), aided by frictional dissipation of heat
by flowing water. Stream channels only exist if they erode more rapidly than their surroundings.

We assume steady, uniform streamflow here, neglecting contributions to the energy budget from channel
curvature (meandering) [Karlstrom et al., 2013] and conduction of heat into underlying ice. The vertical thermal
erosion rate ḃ in a channel is then

ḃ = −
Γ + 𝜏streamV

𝜌
, (1)

where Γ parameterizes the energy balance at the air-water interface (units of W/m2). It is assumed spatially
uniform here, although this is probably not true over our Greenland transect since melt rate depends on
elevation. 𝜌 is ice density and  is the latent heat of fusion. The second term in equation (1) is depth-averaged
viscous dissipation of heat [Parker, 1975], with V the average water velocity, 𝜏stream=𝜌ghS the shear stress
exerted on the stream bed, h the water depth, g gravity, and S=𝜕Z∕𝜕x the surface slope (assuming that
Z is an increasing function of x). Substrate melting in this model increases steadily with flow rate, as in a
“detachment-limited” erosional regime from terrestrial settings [e.g., Seidl and Dietrich, 1992]. In many ways,
supraglacial streams are an ideal setting to test detachment-limited incision, as erosion thresholds common
to sediment-dominated systems [Lague et al., 2003] are not present.

Available field data, although still sparse, suggest that supraglacial streams exhibit power law scaling relations
between discharge, channel geometry, and drainage area, similar to terrestrial fluvial settings [e.g., Marston,
1983; Smith et al., 2015]. We use such scaling to relate local melt rate to upstream drainage area and derive a
stream power law [e.g., Seidl and Dietrich, 1992; Whipple and Tucker, 1999] for supraglacial fluvial erosion,

ḃ = − Γ
𝜌

− Kxd 𝜕Z
𝜕x

. (2)

Constant K (which depends on Γ) and exponent d derive from hydraulic scaling and are discussed further in
the supporting information.

To account for dynamic topography from ice flow, we use a depth-averaged and linearized flow model devel-
oped to study the response of glaciers and ice sheets to environmental perturbations [e.g., Nye, 1960, 1963].
We assume that supraglacial streamflow is parallel to underlying ice velocity, restricting our attention to
points lying within a stream channel. In the case of a flat bed (easily generalized to a rough bed) [Cuffey and
Paterson, 2010], we derive a dimensionless evolution equation for topographic elevation (details in supporting
information)

(
𝜕Z
𝜕t

+ 1
)
= Z −xd 𝜕Z

𝜕x
−

𝜕Z
𝜕x

+
𝜕2Z
𝜕x2

. (3)

Here Z, x, and t are (dimensionless) elevation of the stream channel, distance upstream, and time, respectively.
The coefficients  ,,, and  involve relating depth-averaged glacier discharge q = UH to gradients in
local ice thickness H, depth-averaged and longitudinally averaged ice velocity U and surface slope, evaluated
at steady state prior to perturbations. These coefficients, generally spatially and temporally variable, may be
interpreted in terms of physical processes that control topographic evolution. They are formulated as ratios
of the surface melting timescale to timescales of longitudinal compression/extension ( , generally positive
for compressive flow in the ablation zone), thermal fluvial erosion (), ice surface kinematic waves (), and
ice diffusion (). We also use the ratio Pe=∕, a Péclet number similar to what is found in terrestrial
landscape evolution models to set the scale length of topography [Perron et al., 2008a], to characterize the
relative importance of fluvial erosion and ice diffusion.

Equation (3) reveals the importance of ice flow processes to supraglacial landscape evolution. Supraglacial
streams occur on a range of spatial scales that are often less than the longitudinal stress coupling length 𝓁,
below which ice flux perturbations are balanced by longitudinal stresses rather than by flow. Topographic
adjustment generally includes contributions both from Z, the local surface height, and Z, the convolution
of Z with a longitudinal filter [Kamb and Echelmeyer, 1986]. Equation (3) is derived by modeling Z =Z∕Φ
where Φ=1 + (𝓁∕L)2 and L is a scale length of topographic variation (details in supporting information).
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Figure 4. (a) Steady state nondimensional stream profiles from equation (3), curves vary the Péclet number Pe = ∕
that is the ratio of ice diffusion time to fluvial erosion time. (b) Monte Carlo parameter study of steady state stream
profiles for uniform background ice flow over a flat bed, plotting average slope over reach length against the ratio of
fluvial incision rate to melt rate . Black curve assumes average parameters for our Greenland study area (Table S1),
varying the surface heat flux Γ. Symbols are colored by log10(∕), the ratio of longitudinal strain rate to ice
advection rate (kinematic wave speed). The gray bar is range of values that suggest fluvial control from Figure 3.
(c) Same as Figure 4b but plotting average upstream channel curvature.

Coefficients ,, anddepend onΦ; when L ≪ 𝓁 (𝓁 is generally of order a few ice thicknesses) [Kavanaugh
and Cuffey, 2009], Φ → ∞, and equation (3) simplifies to

(
𝜕Z
𝜕t

+ 1
)
=  ′Z −

(
xd +′) 𝜕Z

𝜕x
, (4)

where  ′and′ are modified coefficients independent of Φ. Equation (4) demonstrates that on sufficiently
small wavelengths, ice diffusion has a negligible role in surface evolution (→ 0), as has been previously
suggested [e.g., Gudmundsson et al., 1998]. Topographic adjustment then reflects a balance between melting,
local longitudinal compression or extension, fluvial erosion, and advection in the background flow. Streams
in our study area span a range of length scales L that sometimes exceed 𝓁, so we expect that this limit holds
only in the headwater regions. But longitudinal coupling probably decreases the role of ice diffusion in stream
profile adjustment generally.

Steady state solutions to equation (3) are the equilibrium longitudinal profiles of supraglacial streams.
Figure 4a shows the dependence of nondimensional stream profiles on fluvial incision relative to ice diffu-
sion through Pe, all else fixed. When ice diffusion dominates, surface channel profiles are linear; when fluvial
erosion dominates, channels are concave up. Of course, the dimensionless numbers in equation (3) covary.
To assess parameter sensitivity we assume a background flow state in which basal shear stress equals the
local driving stress and determine a range of values for all dimensionless coefficients that reflect general
conditions in SW Greenland (discussed in the supporting information). We then conduct a Monte Carlo
sweep through this parameter space, sampling a uniform prior distribution for each dimensional parameter to
calculate 10,000 synthetic profiles. Figures 4b, 4c, and S6 show the results, plotting average slope and
curvature over the reach length against , colored by log10(∕). Average curvature is generally the more
sensitive metric: concavity of profiles increases with fluvial incision rate, longitudinal compression rate, and
Φ; concavity anticorrelates with ice diffusion rate and background ice advection rate. Average slope corre-
lates with  and anticorrelates with ∕. There is much scatter in these trends, but if ice flow characteristics
are known a priori (black lines in Figures 4b, 4c, and S6 chosen to reflect average values from our study area),
profile dependence on melt rate becomes considerably more unique.

5. Discussion

Supraglacial drainage networks exhibit planform similarities to alluvial and bedrock landscapes on similar
spatial scales but erode by thermal rather than mechanical means on much more rapid timescales. Our work
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suggests that, rather than being a fundamental driver of topography, fluvial control in supraglacial drainage
systems is limited to spatial scales below those on which ice topography mimics bedrock roughness. Signs of
stream erosion in ice sheet topography are nonetheless clear.

The combination of DEM-derived channel profiles and visual record of abandoned channels provide a record
of time-evolving fluvial erosion tiled densely over the ablation zone. In combination with ice flow models
[e.g., Banwell et al., 2012b] that would provide the appropriate background state for channel profile analysis,
analysis of stream profile evolution from DEMs made at multiple times during a melt season could constrain
the interplay between ice flow and melting on ∼1 − 10 km scales. We have focused on steady state profiles
here, but slope transients arising from sudden changes in base level (such as lake drainage) [Das et al., 2008],
spatially localized ice sheet acceleration or uplift [e.g., Ryser et al., 2014] may also be encoded in stream profiles,
as is argued for some bedrock landscapes [e.g., Willett et al., 2014].

Supraglacial channels thus potentially provide a unique probe both of underlying ice flow processes and the
surface energy balance on an essentially fixed large-scale substrate. If ice velocity and bed topography are
independently known, equilibrium stream concavity constrains the surface melt rate (Figure 4). Of course,
steady state stream profiles in general will be more complex. The substrate upon which stream incision occurs
is spatially variable due to bedrock topography, channels are not always aligned with the direction of ice
flow, and ice flux will reflect spatially variable longitudinal stress coupling [Kavanaugh and Cuffey, 2009]. As
longitudinal stress coupling dominates at small length scales, the ice is too stiff to speed up or slow down
and ice flow does not strongly vary with the surface slope or ice sheet thickness (rather their spatial average).
Through equation (4), fluvial erosion is balanced not by diffusion but by melting, advection in the background
flow field, and longitudinal strain rate, as expressed through ,′, and  ′.

We reserve a systematic deconvolution of ice flow, ice thickness and elevation, longitudinal coupling, and
melt rate for future work, but note that average slopes and upstream channel curvature in our study region
are consistent with observations (gray bars in Figures 4). If we take average parameters over the entire region
to calculate the dimensionless coefficients (Table S1, black curves in Figures 4b and 4c), average observed
curvature of 1−2 ×10−6 m−1 implies a lowering rate of 1–4 cm day−1 in channels, which is similar to measured
surface lowering rates of, e.g., McGrath et al. [2011]. For this calculation, the Péclet number Pe ∼1 − 10 and
∼1.5, which indicates that fluvial processes dominate both ice diffusion and background melting.

Of course, melt varies spatially, and we do see weak systematic variation of slope-area relations and stream
concavity (Figures 3b and 3c) with elevation. Specifically, the lower slope and higher elevation Region 4
exhibits longer and more closely spaced streams than other study regions. Melt also varies in time [e.g., van
den Broeke et al., 2008]. However, it is more difficult to assess observationally whether observed streams are at
equilibrium or not, as stream profiles transients are likely sensitive to the magnitude and frequency content
of surface perturbations [e.g., Royden and Perron, 2013]. Time sequences of DEMs will provide a definitive test
of longitudinal profile evolution and equilibration of channels.

It is interesting to compare signatures of supraglacial fluvial landscape evolution with other settings. As shown
in Figure 3, stream longitudinal profiles at drainage areas below the range of bedrock control are generally
concave up and exhibit a power law relationship between local slope and drainage area S = ksA−𝜃 , with ks a
channel steepness index and 𝜃 ∼0.005. Power law slope-area scaling in itself is not surprising and arises even
in synthetic random landscapes [Dodds and Rothman, 1999], but the consistency of exponents for a specific
range of drainage areas is suggestive of a common fluvial origin [Whipple and Tucker, 2002]. The exponent 𝜃
we find is however about an order of magnitude smaller than the smallest values that have been observed in
terrestrial systems [e.g., Howard and Kerby, 1983; Lague et al., 2003].

Positive slope-area scaling and negative curvature in Figure 3 at A ≤∼105 m2 implies that a diffusive process
dominates and smooths topography, similar to the effect of hillslope diffusion in terrestrial landscapes
[Montgomery and Dietrich, 1992]. However, our analysis suggests that small-scale features such as 100s
of meter long drainage basins and ridges may not diffuse [e.g., Gudmundsson et al., 1998]. Although not
modeled here, spatial variability in melting on small scales could act as the diffusive agent, enhanced in
low-relief areas due to ponding of melt water and unchannelized or porous flow.

The low sensitivity of slope to drainage area is also consistent with our inference of a threshold drainage area
for channelization (based on network extraction from DEMs) that is very small compared to values reported for
other landscapes [e.g., Montgomery and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1993]. These observations suggest a supraglacial
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drainage network governed by a high-supply rate and efficient channelization [Mantelli et al., 2015], as also
occurs in short-lived terrestrial channels [Niemann and Hasbargen, 2005]. Thus, for the purposes of predicting
large-scale melt water routing on the Greenland Ice Sheet [e.g., Banwell et al., 2012a], the overall supraglacial
hydrologic flux should primarily reflect catchments set by underlying bedrock rather than transient fluvial
adjustments.
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